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come in by ParnelPs support, and were anxious to retain it.
They redeemed their promise about coercion.  The system of
cfirm government', which Lord Spencer had carried out for
three years with steadily increasing success, came abruptly to an
end. The Irish leader had advocated a peasant proprietary; and
to please him there was carried the first state-assisted scheme of
Irish land purchase—known as Lord Ashbourne's Act. The new
viceroy, who had passed the act federating Canada in 1867 and
whom we saw trying to federate South Africa in our last chapter,
favoured giving Ireland a home rule status similar to that of a
Canadian province inside the dominion. In July he held special
secret conversations with Justin McCarthy, and on one famous
occasion (i August 1885) with Parnell himself.   Ten months
later, in debate before the vote on the Home Rule Bill, Parnell
revealed this approach; and the conservatives excused it as ten-
tative (which it clearly was) and unauthorized (which it cer-
tainly was not). We know now that Lord Carnarvon consulted
Lord Salisbury before the interview, and reported fully to him at
Hatfield immediately after. As for Parnell, he cared not from
whom he got Home Rule, provided he got it. Party for party, he
rather preferred the conservatives, because they could control
the house of lords. Confident in his coming strength, he declared
in August that the Irish in the new parliament would have *a
platform with only one plank, and that one plank National
Independence*. With the English press in full cry, both Harting-
ton and Chamberlain rebuked this. But Churchill's and Salis-
bury's speeches noticeably refrained from doing so, and Glad-
stone's Hawarden manifesto kept a wide door open*
The month of September brought a diversion in the form of a
tremendous series of election speeches delivered by Chamberlain
all over the country. This was his famous campaign for the'un-
authorized programme*. His scheme of social and agrarian re-
form looks moderate enough in the perspective of to-day, but it
made the ears of every one who heard it tingle. The queen was
horrified, and Lord Iddesleigh called him Jack Cade, The
country discerned that, after Gladstone, he was now the strongest
personality in English politics. Unhappily for himself Parnell
did not see it. He and Chamberlain were blinded towards each
other by O'Shea's deception.
Meanwhile, wholly unknown to the public and his principal
colleagues, Gladstone was viewing politics from a quite new

